
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

WEEK 3 

3/16/18 

 
BIG STORY:  Happy St. Patrick’s Day, Tomorrow!  Usually this time of year we talk about league 
parity and 2018 hasn’t been any different with teams bunched up in both divisions.  In 2018, the Long 
Beach Island Starfish are off the to the quick 5-1 start.  Last year at this time the Geese known as the 
Syracuse Hazard owned the ABL best 5-1 record after three play weeks.  How did that end?  Syracuse 
went 13-17 the rest of the way picking up the final playoff spot in the American Division with a tie with 
La Jolla.  Quick starts do matter in a 36-game slate.  Getting back to league parity, four out of the first 
thirty-six games have needed extra baseball to derive a winner.  Seventeen of the thirty-six games have 
been decided by two runs or less as teams are playing close ball games.  For the first time in four seasons, 
the Blackbeards are not off to their usual quick start at 2-4.  Instead it Orlando, Dexter, and Albany 
joining the Fish with quick starts.  Will it continue as the MLB spring games reach the final stretch?  
Spring is officially only days away as the teams can feel the bats getting warmer and warmer each week. 
 
     

2018 ABL STANDINGS 
 

NATIONAL   W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY HOME  DIV  VS AD  

Orlando  4 2 -- .667 22 16 3-1 1-1 3-1 1-1 

Titusville  3 3 1 .500 28 38 0-0 3-3 3-1 0-2 

Tallahassee 3 3 1 .500 20 26 1-1 2-2 2-2 1-1 

Mudville  3 3 1 .500 33 29 1-1 2-2 2-2 1-1 

Chesapeake Bay 2 4 2 .333 24 29 0-2 2-2 0-4 2-0 

Crown Heights 2 4 2 .333 18 21 1-1 1-3 2-2 0-2 

 

AMERICAN  W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY  HOME  DIV  VS ND 

Long Beach  5 1 -- .833 43 10 3-1 2-0 4-0 1-1 

Dexter  4 2 1 .667 38 27 3-1 1-1 2-2 2-0 

Albany  4 2 1 .667 33 27 3-1 1-1 2-2 2-0 

East Bay  3 3 2 .500 30 38 3-3 0-0 2-2 1-1 

Ocracoke  2 4 3 .333 20 30 2-2 0-2 1-3 1-1 

La Jolla  1 5 4 .167 19 27 0-2 1-3 1-3 0-2 

 

X-PLAYOFF SPOT Y-DIVISION       

Z- TIED FOR PLAYOFF SPOT, ONE GAME SHOWDOWNS 

 

DEADLINES: 



Play Week begins March 16th 

Recap and Score Sheets due March 26th 8 p.m. eastern 

 

SCORES 

TV  8  MUD  6 

MUD  3  TV  0 

ORL  6  CB  2 

ORL  5  CB  1 

CH  3  TA  2 

TA  3  CH  2 

LBI  9  OC  1 

LBI  6  OC  5 

ALB  11 DEX  10 

DEX  3  ALB  2 

EB  8  LJ  6 

EB  2  LJ  1  13 Inn. 

 

 

2018 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 

National Division 
Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(27th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen  
Tallahassee Terriers(28th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 
Orlando Sharks(17th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 
Titusville Perfectos(11th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    
Mudville Nine(4th Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 
Crown Heights Kings(Expansion Season) Chris Marcello 
 
American Division 
Long Beach Island Starfish(16th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   
Syracuse Hazard(14th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   
Ocracoke Blackbeards(11th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen  (Defending Champions)   
La Jolla Juggernaut(4th Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 
Albany Lo-Sox(2nd Season)   Michael Saaf 
East Bay Grease(Expansion Season)  Joe Parisi 
  
 

ABL 2018 IP’S 

Mudville  15 
Titusville  15 
Dexter   15 
Albany   15 
Orlando  15 
East Bay  15 
Crown Heights  15 
Ocracoke  14 
Chesapeake Bay 14 
Tallahassee  14 
Long Beach Island 12 
La Jolla   12 
 

 



 
 

ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 

1.  Can you pitch around a batter if there is a runner on 1st base? 

 

ANSWER:  No.  You may elect to pitch around a batter when first base is open.  If a big threat is up, but 

you don't want to intentionally walk him, you may announce that you are pitching around the hitter.  

Home runs on the hitter's card and strikeouts on the pitcher's card turn into walks.  

 
2.  Can you pitch around a batter after a successful steal of 2nd base creating an open spot at 1st base? 

 

ANSWER:  Yes.  If the base situation changes with the same batter still at the plate:    For example: 

successful steal, wild pitch, passed ball, pick off, balk, interference, or error.  The offense is allowed to 

call hit and run, bunt, pinch hit, pinch run or make any other moves.  The defense is also allowed to make 

a move since the situation changed on the base paths.  For example:  bringing in the infield, intentionally 

walking a batter, pitching around a batter, or bringing a new reliever if the pitcher on the mound at least 

first one batter. 

 

3.  Does the pitcher lose the “R” symbol if the batter is walked intentionally with runners on base?   

 

ANSWER:  No.  Only if a batter is walked with the bases empty do they lose the “R” symbol.   

 
4.  Does the relief pitcher retain the “F” symbol if the first hitter is replaced by a pinch hitter after a 

successful steal or any change in base runner advancement before the at bat has been resolved?   

 

ANSWER:  Yes.  The relief pitcher retains the “F” symbol until the first batter has been retired or 

reaches base.  

 

 

 
 

FREE AGENTS: 

The process of picking up Free Agents: You must first drop a player if you are at the limit.  Free Agents 
may be signed at the announced starting date.  Free Agents will be granted on a first come first serve basis 
with a 24-hour waiting period installed between the initial request and the actual acquisition for free 



agents that have been on an ABL roster within seven days. If two or more teams request the same player 
within the same period, the player will go to the team with the lowest winning percentage.  If the request 
is made before the season has begun, the lowest winning percentage will revert to the previous season 
with expansion teams having priority.  If the team requesting the player has the lowest winning 
percentage the 24-hour waiting period is waived.  The ABL office will notify the team who picked up the 
free agent.  There isn’t a waiting period for free agents that haven't been on an ABL team more than seven 
days.  Those free agents can be picked up on a first come first serve basis.  Each Manager will notify the 
ABL office via e-mail if a player has been dropped from their team.  Managers should contact the ABL 
office via e-mail when they wish to request the signing of free agents. No transaction is official until the 
Commish has e-mailed the entire league.  
 
Reminder there is a 24-hour waiting period if a free agent has been on the roster within the last seven 

days.  The 24-hour period begins when the initial request is made via e-mail.  A team with a lower 

winning percentage will get the player.  If both teams have the same winning percentage, the player will 

go to the team that put in the claim first once the season begins. 

 

 

 
 

ABL SPORSTMANSHIP: 

Sportsmanship is playing fairly by the rules, showing respect and courtesy for opponents, and reacting 
gracefully to both wins and losses.  The ABL expects all managers to exhibit good sportsmanship.  A few 
gentle reminders and examples:  It is expected that if a manager notices misread cards or misinterpreted 
rules by an opponent; he will correct the errors even when they impact him negatively. 
 
When a very positive result happens (such as a game-winning hit), quite naturally the winning manager 
will be exuberant and the losing manager will be upset.  It is expected that the winning manager will 
understand and respect his opponent’s emotions and that any celebration not cross the line into gloating.  
It is also expected that the losing manager, while understandably upset at the result, will accept that some 
celebratory reaction from the winner is natural, will respect and congratulate him and refrain from cursing 
or throwing things. 
 
Luck is luck; sometimes it is good and sometimes bad.  Rolls over 90 on a range play with “SP” are made 
10 % of the time and the defense makes the play on “SP” 90 % of the time.  It is simply not a miracle 
when 10% probabilities happen or 90% probabilities don’t happen.  All experienced managers have had 
their share of outrageously “lucky” wins and “unlucky” losses which often make for great stories.  
However, it is expected that managers will not continually complain during games about their opponent’s 
good luck and their own bad luck.  It is also extremely inappropriate to curse one’s opponent due to their 
recent lucky streak. 
 
The ABL expects good sportsmanship from each and every manager.  The ABL will penalize managers 
for poor sportsmanship with incentive points.  If the Commish is made aware about an incident regardless 



if it is officially reported or unreported, he will investigate regardless when the incident took place.  
Please help the ABL maintain enjoyable game play environments where all managers are respected and 
made to feel welcomed. 
 
Remember we are playing a game for fun! Win or lose.  It's all about the journey and having a good 

time with the game of baseball.   

 

 

 
 
FUTURE ABL MANAGERS:   
Reminder to all managers that if you find someone interested in baseball let’s get them started in the ABL 
Developmental Plan playing practice games.  Contact the Commish for a sample set of cards/charts and 
start teaching the ABL’s next Billy Martin the excitement of tabletop baseball. 
 
ABL Developmental Plan Guidelines: 
At a minimum new perspective managers, must complete the following: 

1. Two practice games with an ABL Manager with score sheets. 
2. One practice game with an ABL Manager on the dice roller. 
3. Submit one recap of one of the practice games to be included in Around the Diamond. 
4. Total of three practice games must be completed with ABL Managers. 
5. Then the new perspective manager should request an ABL Expansion Application. 
6. Finally, the new perspective manager should pay the $60 operational fee once their ABL 

Expansion Application is approved. 
 
 

 
 
TRANSACTION REPORT: 

2/28 TAXI TEAM:  Titusville sent down Enrique Hernandez and called up Evan Longoria(1st). 

 



3/10 TAXI TEAM:  Long Beach Island sent down Daniel Nava, Wader Davis and called up Ryan 
Buchter, Michael Conforto. 
 
 FREE AGENT:  Mudville picked up Taylor Rogers(RP) and dropped Pedro Strop(RP). 
 
 FREE AGENT:  Chesapeake Bay picked up Leury Garcia(CF) and dropped Odubel 
Herrera(CF). 
 

TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Dexter Fowler, Logan Forsythe and called up 
Randall Delgado(1st).  
 
3/12 FREE AGENT:  Dexter picked up Pedro Strop(RP) and dropped Sergio Romo(RP). 
 
 

 
 

INJURY REPORT: 

PLAYER                  TEAM         GAMES        ACTIVE       WEEK?  OFF/IR 

H. Neris(Suspended) LJ  5  GM-56   5 
W. Castillo  TA  4  GM-40   4 
M. Conforto  LBI  4  GM-48   4 
W. Davis(Suspended) LBI  5  GM-60   5 
M. Sano  LJ  4  GM-55   5 
 

 

 
 

RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 

Crown Heights vs Tallahassee 

GARDY DECIDES TO HAVE A PARTY IN 1ST EVER MATCH UP WITH TERRIERS 
GM1 
Both teams going with their number 5 starter and 2 guys that are hopefully a future both teams. DeGrom 
vs Archer. Both pitchers were bringing the heat. Crown Heights scores 1st in the 3rd with a Moncada 
leadoff walk followed by a DeGrom walk. Hicks would slap a single for the GCF RBI. 1-0. Lamb 
answers for the Terriers with one swing of the bat in the 4th 1-1. Both starters pitched scoreless ball after 
that Degrom going 6 innings with 11k. Aracher would go 7 innings striking out 8 himself. Bullpens 
would decides this game. In the 8th Bradley would leave one out over the plate and finally I get to say it. 
DeJong went Ding Dong 2-1. In the 9th Colome in for the save. Headley would greet him with a single. 



and Gardner would reach back and smack one deep over the 21' right field wall for a 3-2 lead. Knebel 
would come in and get them 1,2,3 for the save. Final 3-2 
 
Crown Heights Pitchers 
DeGrom 6ip 
Kahnle 1ip 
Bradley 1ip Win 
Knebel 1ip Save 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Archer 7ip 
Givens 1ip 
Colome 1ip Loss 
 
HR 
Lamb, Ding Dong and Gardy 
 
Injuries none but Flowers was ejected in the 1st after striking out. 
 
GM2 
TERRIERS WALK OFF TO AVOID SWEEP 
Aces on the mound as Severino vs Gray would go toe to toe. Again, both starters dominant in this one. 
Severino got into some trouble in the 1st loading the bases. Reddick would give one a ride but caught at 
the track for a sac fly 1-0. Severino was basically untouchable after that for 7 innings. Crown Heights 
took a lead in the 3rd as Freddie would connect with a Gray fastball for a 2-run shot 2-1.  Crown Heights 
goes to the pen in the 8th. PH Segura would reach 2nd on a 2 base error by Moncada.  Lamb would make 
them pay with a single up the middle to tie the game 2-2. Bottom of the 9th Kahnle comes in and 
Schebler greets his first offering over the wall in right center for the walk off. Final 3-2 
 
Crown Heights Pitchers 
Severino 7ip 
Green 1ip 
Kahnle o ip Loss 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Gray 7ip 
McGee 1ip 
Swarzek 1ip Win 
 
HR 
Freeman, Schebler 
 
No Injuries 
 
Great time rolling Chris enjoyed the chat, game and laughter. Look forward to rolling with you in the 2nd 
half.  legend 
 

 

Mudville at Titusville 

Game One 
Titusville 8 Mudville 6 



With the number-five starters on the mound, game one was a slugfest. Mudville’s Justin Bour had two 
round-trippers. Brandon Crawford also left the yard. However, two of the Nine’s three homers were solo 
bombs, which limited the damage. Titusville also had three home runs, but only one was a solo, and that 
ultimately gave the Perfectos the edge. Yasmani Grandal blasted a grand slam in the third to give T-Ville 
an early 6-2 lead. Mudville chipped away, scoring single runs in the fourth, fifth, seventh, and eighth to 
tie the game at 6-6. Titusville had one more salvo in their arsenal, and Kevin Kiermaier’s two run tater 
provided the winning margin to lead the Perfectos to a game-one victory. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
MVL 200 110 110  6 10  0  5 
TVL 114 000 02x  8  8  0  2 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Graveman 5 
Senzatela 2 
Edwards 1 (WIN) 
Nicasio 1 (SAVE) 
  
MUDVILLE PITCHING 
Arrieta 4 
Strop 1 
Warren 2 
Belisle 1 (LOSS) 
  
INJURIES: none 
  
 
Game Two 
Mudville 3 Titusville 0 
In game two the aces were on the mound. Not only were there no home runs, but there were zero earned 
runs in the game. Chase Anderson scattered eight hits over seven innings and walked only one. The 
Perfectos were hitless against Bleier and Holland’s two innings of relief. Ervin Santana had great stats in 
his start for Titusville: four hits and two walks over six innings, but his teammate Zach Cozart’s glove let 
him down in the top of the fifth. With two on and two out Cozart misplayed a grounder that loaded the 
bases. Ozzie Albies promptly stroked a triple to score three unearned runs, the only runs of the ballgame. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
MVL 000 030 000  3  5  0  6 
TVL 000 000 000  0  8  2  9 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Santana, E. 6 (LOSS) 
Hildenberger 1 
Edwards 2 
  
MUDVILLE PITCHING 
Anderson 7 (WIN) 
Bleier 1 
Holland (SAVE) 
  
INJURIES: none 



  
 
Thanks for making the early start, Casey. Have a good week. 
 

 

Orlando at Chesapeake Bay 

Sharks launch two and swipe four in romp past Kittens 
Game # 1 
Hoffman vs. Darvish 
Top of the of the first and Hamilton draws the walk and then steals 2nd base.  Number one overall pick 
Cody Bellinger ripped a single and Hamilton is in for the 1-0 lead.  J-Up went deep for a solo blast in the 
2nd and the Sharks kept coming.  Three more runs in the 5th with two steals and a Upton 2 RBI double and 
a Hoffman RBI double for a 5-0 lead.  Hoffman dazzled on the bump through five innings with four hits 
and zero runs.  Cats broke up the shutout in the 8th with a Stanton solo shot and a run in the 9th to close the 
scoring.  
 
Line of the game:  

Upton  5-AB 2-R 2-H 3-RBI 1-2B 1-HR 
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

ORL   110  031  000  6  11 0  10 

C-Bay 000  000  011  2  8  1  8 

 

Pitching 
Orlando 
W  Hoffman  5.0 
Hunter  1.0 
Robertson  1.0 
Abad 1.0 
Morgan  1.0 
Whitley  0.0 
Kintzler  .2 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
L  Darvish  5.0 
Chapman  2.0 
Bush  1.0 
Hader  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
 
Sharks smoke three homers as Fulmer tosses two hit gem 
Game # 2 
Fulmer vs Greinke 
Sharks off to a quick start again with a JD Martinez solo shot in the top of the 1st inning.  Cody Bellinger 
went deep with a solo jack in the 4th inning with a 2-0 lead.  Three more in the top of the 5th inning for 



Orlando as Justin Upton launched a deep two run bomb in the Chesapeake Bay.  5-0 Orlando at the half 
way point and C-Bay put a run on the board with a Ian Happ solo shot.  Happ was the only Channel Cat 
to get a hit in the game for the home town Cats as Michael Fulmer dominated facing only two batters over 
the minimum.  Sharks cruised to the sweep with their strong pitching and powerful lineup. 
 
Line of the game:  

Fulmer  W  9-IP 2-H 1-ER 2-BB 2-K  1-HR  1-CG 
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

ORL   100  130  000  5  9  0  4 

C-Bay 000  010  000  1  2  1  1 

 
Pitching 
Orlando 
W  Fulmer  9.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
L  Greinke  6.0 
Bowman  1.0 
Bush  2.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Buck, enjoyable time rolling and talking baseball.  Good luck with the new gig.  Commish 
 
 
Albany at Dexter 

LoSox ruin new home opener for Thunder Geese 
The Thunder Geese opened their new stadium with a contest of #5 starters.  Taijuan Walker and Andrew 
Cashner would try and notch the first ever ABL win in the state of  Maine.  It would be a frigid night with 
the wind blowing out, which means math would become a factor (+2 for the wall for cold, -5 for wind 
out.  -6 error and -4 Starter Stamina).  The Geese would get the scoring started first and fast with Steven 
Souza knocking a bases loaded single plating 2.  Christian Yelich would draw a walk to load the bases 
again and Anthony Rendon would follow that up with a flyball to CF, Eric "Bad Mutha" Thames would 
attempt to tag up and score but would be gunned down by Chuck Nazty to end the inning.  The Sox 
would get one back in the top of the 2nd on a solo shot from Wilson Contreras.  The bottom of the 2nd 
would start out with a very appropriate HR, on the 25th anniversary of the release of The Big Lebowski, 
The Duda would Abide a solo shot to push the Geese lead back to 2.  Two batters later and Corey Seager 
would get into one himself, but with no cult classic movie related pun to announce it, and the Geese 
would make it a 4-1 lead.  Not to be outdone by Duda the leadoff hitter of the LoSox would hit a solo 
home run of his own.  His name is Pat Valaika, not Pat Sajak.  The bottom of the 3rd would be lead off by 
a guy who CHOSE to go to North Korea to play baseball lacing a double, he would eventually score on 
an Anthony Rendon 2B to push the Geese lead back to 5-2.  In the top of the 4th the LoSox decided that 
trailing didn't fancy them and with 2 on and 2 out Matt Carpenter smacked a 3 run job to the cheap seats 
and tied the game.  Then Andrew Cashner found out how much less stressful pitching was when you just 
get guys out, a 1-2-3 inning would set Albany up to pounce.  And pounce they did an Eddie Rosario 2-run 
shot with no one out would be followed by a 2-out 3-run home run sent screaming through the cold by Pat 



"not Sajak" Valaika to give the LoSox 10-5 lead.  The Sox would add another one on a 2 out rbi single to 
push the lead to 11-5.  In the bottom of the 6th the Geese would begin to chip away with an Anthony 
Rendon lead off home run and a two out rbi double by Corey Seager to close the gap to 11-7.  In the 
bottom of the 7th, with two outs Anthony Rendon would strike again, this time with one aboard to bring 
the Geese to within 11-9.  Both bullpens would do their jobs in the 8th and the Geese would keep the Sox 
quiet in the top of the 9th.  Bottom 9, in comes Raisel Iglesias (who was released by Dexter after last 
season) he gives up a lead off single to Jose Altuve.  Marcus Thames would be the first batter to try and 
tie the game, he would send a hot shot to Joey Votto and Votto would boot it.  A boot for Votto, 
eh?  Winning run at the plate in the form of the Souzaphone, he would get into one, it had the height, but 
it dies on the track.  Runners do not attempt to advance.  Christian Yelich would rope a single into left, 
but it would be hit too hard and Altuve would not be able to score.  Bases loaded.  Only one out.  Down 
2.  Anthony Rendon gets underneath one, a can of corn to center.  Andrew McCutchen to the plate 
looking to at least tie it, but Iglesias loses the strike zone and walks one in.  Base hit would win it.  Walk 
would tie it.  The Kurt Suzuki easy fly to center would end it.  Geese are heartbroken at home and fall 11-
10. 
 
PIT 
ALB 
Cashner - W - 5 2/3 
Garcia - 1 IP 
Suter - 1 1/3 IP 
Iglesias - S - 1 IP 
 
DEX 
Walker - L - 4 IP 
Chafin - 1 IP 
Greene - 1 IP 
Duffey - 2 IP 
Hand - 1 IP 
 
Injuries 
Wilson Contreras took a foul ball to the hackey sack.  Luckily, as Dexter is mainly a fishing and logging 
town, they don't have the cushy amenities of a lot of other current stadiums and sitting on the cold, hard 
concrete bench in the dugout helped his swollen testes so he could return for game 2.  To be embarassed 
by Peanut Butter Jelly Time, aka Ol' Blue Eye, aka Max Scherzer, let's see how that went. 
 
 
Geese get win in 2nd game in new town 
After the bitter defeat of the previous night the residents of BoomTown felt a little more confident with 
Max Scherzer on the bump for their next game against the LoSox.  He would be squaring off against the 
rookie anchor of the LoSox staff, Luis Castillo (but not the second baseman).  This pitching matchup 
went as advertised.  The Geese would strike first in the bottom of the 7th.  They threatened early in the 
bottom of the 1st with one out and back to back walks and a one out double in the bottom of the 
6th.  Albany would get a lead off double in the top of the 4th.  Other than that no runners in scoring 
position with less than 2 outs.  In the bottom of the 7th it would be a 2 out rbi single off the bat of Corey 
Seager to drive in the game's first run.  The top of the 8th would start off with a bang as CarGo would Car 
Get One to tie the game.  Eduardo Escobar would rip a single to left and Mallex Smith would get a little 
derpy with it allowing Escobar to advance to 2nd.  With one out Matt Carpenter would send a single right 
back up the middle to plate Escobar and give the LoSox a late lead.  Dexter would again not go quietly, in 
the bottom of the 8th Thames and McCutchen would split singles around a Souza strikeout before 
Anthony Rendon would drive one of them in on a double.  Runners on 2nd and 3rd only one out and a 



tied game.  Stepping up to the plate would by Ryan Braun.  Let me tell you folks, as well as he is 
performing for the Geese so far in 2018, I freaking hate Ryan Braun.  He's my goat this year.  He's the one 
I'm kicking when I'm down.  Every loss will be blamed on him.  No win will be attributed to him.  God 
Damn Ryan Braun.  Braun would crack a fly to center field deep enough to score McCutchen and give the 
Geese the lead on McCutchen's savvy and veteran baserunning.  The top of the 9th would see Ken Giles 
enter and K the side, but not before the Geese would manage to commit their SECOND outfield error in 
two innings.  This one did not hurt quite as much though as Giles would slam the door on the 3-2 win. 
 
PIT 
ALB 
Castillo - 6 1/3 IP 
Rosenthal - 1 IP 
Claudio - L - 2/3 IP 
 
DEX 
Scherzer - 7 IP 
Greene - W - 1 IP 
Giles - S - 1 IP 
 
No injuries 
Great time rolling and chatting as always Michael!   
 
 

Long Beach Island at Ocracoke 

STARFISH FLEX SOME MUSCLE IN GAME ONE 
Lester vs Tanaka 
LBI strikes first in the 3rd with Two highlighted by a Pham RBI single. In the 4th, fish add another two 
highlighted by another Pham RBI single and Flores RG with infield back to far to throw home. The fish 
would then add one on the fifth off a Bryant RBI double. 5-0 after 5. The scoring streak by inning 
continues in the sixth as LBI plates four. Goldy finds some porridge for a three run bomb and Murphy 
follows that up with a solo shot as they go back to back for a 9-0 lead. Bottom of the 7th and beards 
breakthrough to avoid the shutout. Mahtook brings in Kendrick on an RBI single. Lester cruises for 9 inn 
scattering four hits and 10 strikeouts picking up the complete game win which was much needed after 
LBI's marathon game. 
Final LBI 9 OC 1 
 
Pitching 
LBI  
W- Lester 9 inn 
 
OC 
L- Tanaka 5 2/3 inn 
Vizcaino 2 inn 
Lyons 1 inn 
Leclerc 1/3 inn 
 
No injuries 
 
BEARDS MAKE GAME TWO INTERESTING BUT FALL SHORT TO GET SWEPT 
Kluber vs Bumgarner 



Starfish start things out with a bang in the first as Bryant launches a 3 run shot. Beards play small ball and 
steal one run back as Hernandez gets a HBP, moves over to 2nd on Mauer walk then moves to third on a 
Reynolds single to juice the bases and finally scores on a Kluber wild pitch. Fish get that three run lead 
right back in top of the second as Pham launches a solo shot. Bottom third and OC gets one run on a solo 
shot from Reynolds. (OC now has two dingers on the season both by FA pickups) Top 4th and things get 
a little interesting as Deshields gets a single. Starfish manager doesn't think about stealing second but the 
crazy play chart says too bad, Deshields has to go. Deshields steals second with ease and then with two 
outs Betts hits a single into LF. Deshields with the adjustment is coming home, rookie and hopefully star 
beards left fielder Trey Mancini charges in and fires the ball to home plate. The dust clears and the ump 
makes the call, Deshields is out at the plate. 4-2 as we head to the bottom half. The beards tie it at 4 in the 
4th with back to back RBI singles by Narvaez and Kepler. Top 6th and that stupid freaking pesky Tommy 
Pham launches a 2 run bomb for a 6-4 lead and his 5th RBI of the series. Bottom 8th and OC gets within 
one as Reynolds hits a leadoff double and Valbuena brings him home on a RBI single. Bottom 9th and 
Kluber gives up a lead off single to Marte to fatigue him and remove home from the game for O'day. 
Hernandez goes down swinging for out one. Mauer comes up to bat and OC manager knows they have to 
be aggressive this season in some situations. Manager decides to put the hit and run on and Mauer 
strikeouts. Marte bolts for second with a -3 steal rating hoping he collides with Baez to jar the ball loose 
but Baez touches the bag and jumps out the way with ease to end the game. 
Final LBI 6 OC 5 
 
Pitching 
LBI 
W- Kluber 8 inn 
S-O'day 1 inn 
 
OC 
L- Bumgarner 7 1/3 inn 
Reed 1 inn 
Leclerc 2/3 inn 
 
No injuries 
 
Thanks for rolling Skibby, fun series as always but thankfully not too crazy this time.  Duran 
 
 
East Bay at La Jolla 

Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Juggernaut! Such was the chanting of “The Faithful”.  

The Eradicator and his merry men Juggernaut, once again do battle against the likes of the ABL.  The 

season mantra? “Again for 10” 

Tonight’s episode, “The curse of the Commish continues”.  

Welcome East Bay 

The night cap started of with East Bay and La Jolla exchanging pleasantries and lineups. There was talk 

of past games, other table top games. There was talk of wine, women and song. Past mighty deeds and 

amazing exploits. Ok, maybe that is a little exaggerated, but it is was a good pre-match chat. Now on to 

the festivities. Chacin would face off against new Juggernaut Davies. East Bay got thing going by 

Hosmer taking Davies deep with a 2 run blast. Shaw would answer by getting his 1st hit of the season with 

a solo shot of his own. But the Grease are a plucky bunch. Top of the 4th they were to tack on a couple of 



more runs with two outs. Andrus would drive Schoop home with a double and Citizen Cain would follow 

with a gcf to make the score 4 to 1. That score would hold until the top of the 7th. Following a Hosmer 

walk, Davies is lifted for Bedrosian. Bedrosian would walk Moustakis and later give up a 1 out single to 

Williams that score Hosmer. 5 to 1 visitors. La Jolla would score 1 in the bottom of the 7th and one more 

in the bottom of the 8th taking advantage of a two base error by nwely inserted 2b Sanchez. 5 to 3. Top of 

the 9th and the ancient one Uehara hobbles out to great East Bay. They laughed and thanked the table top 

gods and would put 3 runs up on the board, highlighted by a Sanchez triple and Perez going deep with a 2 

run stroke. 8 to 4. La Jolla would mount a valiant but futile attempt at a come back but fell woefully short 

and lose the opener 8 to 6. Interesting notes to maybe only me: Abreu was intentionally walked that led to 

a run in the 7th. Shaw was pitched around in the 2nd walked the bases loaded but La Jolla could not take 

advantage. Sano makes great catch but falls into dug out due to having the grace of a dead squirrel.  

                                                  R H E  LOB 

East Bay  2 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 3       8 12 2     9 

La Jolla   0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 2       6 10 0     11 

Pitching 

East Bay 

W Chacin 6.2 

Minor .1 

Soira 1 

Kelly 0 

Rodney 1 

 

Injuries 

None 

 

Pitching 

La Jolla 

L Davies 6 

Bedrosian 1 

Infante 1 

Uehara 1 

 



Injuries 

Sano 4 games 

 

Eastbay completes the sweep. 

Game 2 and it is Berrios vs Kershaw. Once again East Bay would get on the board 1st. Moustakas leads 

off the 2nd with a double. Perez would bring him around with a 2 out double. 1 to nothing Grease. Bottom 

of the 3rd and Gordon would double and Abreu would single him home. Score is all knotted up at 1. Both 

teams would get a hit or so but not score through the next couple of innings. Top of the 6th with no outs 

and suddenly Kershaw gets hit with the curse of the Commish and is instantly fatigued. He makes it 

through the inning allowing a walk and a single but otherwise unscathed. It is now left the Juggernaut 

fatigued and short bullpen. Surprisingly La Jolla’s bullpen would hold up but The Grease’s pitching 

would also lock things down. La Jolla would allow 3 hits and 3 walk through 7 innings. EastBay would 

match with 3 hits and 3 walks. The differnce, Cain would single in the top of the 13th. Andrus would 

double and Cain doing his best Vince Coleman impersonation would fly around the bases and score what 

would be the winning run.  The Grease get the sweep!!!  

                                                          R H E  LOB 

East Bay  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1   2  8  1    10 

La Jolla   0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   1  9  0    12 

Pitching 

East Bay 

Berrios 7 

Minor 1 

Soria 2.1 

Hernandez .2 

W Alexander 1 

S Rodney 1 

 

Injuries 

None 

 

Pitching 

La Jolla 



Kershaw 6 

Hughes 1 

Infante 1 

Bedrosian 2 

Freeman 1 

L Uehara 1 

 

Injuries 

None, Kershaw left due to fatigue after innings 

 

Notes that maybe only interesting to me: Bogaerts picked off 1st in the 3rd, Bogaerts was intentionally 

walked in the 11th to load the bases. Andrus was thrown out at 3rd by Almora to end the top of the 11th.  

Great games, Joe. Great rolling with you good luck the rest of the way and I will see you after the all-star 

break. :) 

 

 

 
 

ABL PITCHING STATUS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Greinke  Rest 4 games 
Wood  Rested 
Strasburg Rest 1 game  
Hill  Rest 2 games 
Darvish  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Bush must REST in game one  
Bowman pitched in one game 
 

Tallahassee 
Gray  Rest 4 games 
Godley  Rested 
Nelson  Rest 1 game 
Cobb  Rest 2 games 
Archer  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 



Swarzak pitched in one game 
McGee pitched in one game 
 

Orlando 
Fulmer  Rest 4 games 
Ray  Rested 
Corbin  Rest 1 game 
Lackey  Rest 2 games 
Hoffman Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Rested 
 

Titusville 
Santana  Rest 4 game 
Chatwood Rested 
Sale  Rest 1 game 
Hendricks Rest 2 games 
Graveman Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Edwards must REST in game one  
Hildenberger pitched in one game 
 

Mudville 
Anderson Rest 4 games 
Bundy  Rested 
Bridwell Rest 1 game 
Manaea  Rest 2 games 
Arrieta  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Bleier pitched in one game 
Holland pitched in one game 
 

Crown Heights 
Severino Rest 4 games 
Montgomery Rested 
Nola  Rest 1 game 
Sabathia Rest 2 games 
deGrom Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Bullpen: 
Kahnle must REST in game one  
Green pitched in one game 
 

Long Beach Island 
Kluber  Rest 4 games 
Carrasco Rested 
Montgomery Rest 1 game 
Faria  Rest 2 games 
Lester  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Davis  Suspended 



O’Day pitched in one game 
 

Dexter 
Scherzer Rest 2 games 
Hamels  Rested 
Verlander Rest 1 game 
Pineda  Rest 2 games 
Walker  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Greene must REST in game one  
Giles pitched in one game 
 

Ocracoke 
Bumgarner Rest 4 games 
Cole  Rested 
Rodriguez Rest 1 game 
Lamet  Rest 2 games 
Tanaka  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Leclerc must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
 

La Jolla 
Kershaw Rest 4 games 
Leake  Rested 
Leiter  Rest 1 game  
Gausman Rest 2 games 
Davies  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Neris  Suspended 
Bedrosian must REST in game one 
Uehara must REST in game one 
Infante must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Hughes pitched in one game 
Freeman pitched in one game 
 

Albany 
Castillo  Rest 4 games 
Gray  Rested 
Pomeranz Rest 1 game 
Martinez Rest 2 games 
Cashner Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Rosenthal pitched in one game 
Claudio pitched in one game 
 
East Bay 
Berrios  Rest 4 games 
Duffy  Rested 
Lynn  Rest 1 game 
Snell  Rest 2 games 
Chacin  Rest 3 games 



Bullpen: 
Soria must REST in game one and game two 
Rodney must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Minor must rest in game two if he pitches in game one 
Alexander pitched in one game 
Hernandez pitched in one game 
 

 

 
 

A LOOK AHEAD IN THE ABL: 

 
 

Week Four Previews! - Rotation Turn #2 Continues! 

 

Week three saw the end of the rotations come and the aces got the 2nd games, and we keep 

truckin along with the #2 and #3 starters as we have another week of divisional play coming up.  

How are things going so far?  Well, for some teams they should be pretty happy with where they 

stand.  Other teams say “if it wasn’t for luck we’d be 1-5 and looking for a new manager.”  Really 

it’s a mixed bag, but isn’t it always.  Thankfully, it’s only week 4, and there is plenty of time to 

turn this thing around.  Starting right…..now! 

 

Series One - Crown Heights Kings (2 - 4) vs. Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats (2 - 4) - First 

“official” series between managers 

 

WEEK 4 MAR 16 - MAR 25 RESULTS  D.M./V. MAN  SITE MGR NL/AL D/N

37 CROWN HEIGHTS CHESAPEAKE BAY CHRIS COMMISH NL NIGHT

38 CROWN HEIGHTS CHESAPEAKE BAY NIGHT

39 TITUSVILLE TALLAHASSEE LENNY DON JR. NL NIGHT

40 TITUSVILLE TALLAHASSEE NIGHT

41 MUDVILLE ORLANDO CASEY BUCK NL NIGHT

42 MUDVILLE ORLANDO NIGHT

43 LA JOLLA ALBANY KEVIN MICHAEL AL NIGHT

44 LA JOLLA ALBANY NIGHT

45 OCRACOKE EAST BAY DURAN JOE AL NIGHT

46 OCRACOKE EAST BAY NIGHT

47 LONG BEACH DEXTER SKIBBY COOP AL NIGHT

48 LONG BEACH DEXTER NIGHT



I think the mood heading into this one can be set with two quotes.  One is in the above blurb.  

The other is “The bats better wake up or else @Commish73 will be kicking my ass next week.  

Bright side: if I get spanked, I won’t have to write recaps about it” 

 

Crown Heights - The Season So Far… - I don’t think anyone who saw the Yankees go with the 

first expansion pick would expect that team to have stellar pitching (3rd in ERA, WHIP, 2nd in 

Strikeouts) but struggling to get hits.  The only team sitting below the Mendoza line after 3 

weeks and tied for the lowest run output with La Jolla at 18 runs.  Now some of this is bad luck, 

it happens to all of us.  But only one loss (CC’s first start) was really a beating.  If some dudes 

can fix the holes in their swing (Judge, Freeman, Gardner), Crown Heights could get hot and 

watch out. 

 

Chesapeake Bay - The Season So Far… - Rumor has it the ‘Cats manager may stop following 

another manager when they post their post-draft rankings.  As with most ABL rumors, I’m 

starting it.  Right here and now.  It’s not all doom and gloom.  Strasburg and Wood were 

outstanding in their first starts.  Buster Posey has performed as one would expect, Ian Happ 

may be one of the steals of the draft, and Carlos Correa continues to show why he’s one of the 

best young shortstops in the league.  But it’s a long drop from Correa’s .304 average to 

Stanton’s .208.  This is not characteristic of a C-Bay team.  Neither is the 9.00 ERA Greinke and 

Darvish share with 3 combined starts.  So do I expect C-Bay to continue having some poor luck 

and start in the bottom of the NL?  That would be a hard no.  

 

Series Two - Titusville Perfectos (3 - 3) vs. Tallahassee Terriers (3 - 3) - Tallahassee leads 

series 21 - 19 

 

After splits in week three, both teams settle in to face off against a familiar division foe.  It’s been 

an interesting few weeks so far… 

 

Titusville - The Season So Far… - Well it started high, then dropped off, now just sort of in the 

middle.  The issue so far has been runs allowed.  The ERA is creeping towards 6.00 and in the 

early going only Ervin Santana has thrown a quality start (Two of them actually) and last I 

checked cloning starting pitchers is both highly unethical and well...I don’t think we can actually 

clone humans yet.  Maybe time two through the rotation will settle things down a bit into a more 

managable place, because you can’t look at Chris Sale’s card and say, “Yea, his ERA should be 

around 10.00 all year.”  I mean you could, but you’d be wrong and deserve to be punished.  I 

have no idea if it will sustain beyond 2018, but Scooter Gennett is off to some start, leading the 

NL in home runs with 4 in the early going.  Getting that sort of production with that positional 

flexibility is impressive.  Maybe he needs to take teammate Zack Cozart under his wing and 

teach him the Scooter Swing… 

 

Tallahassee - The Season So Far… - Tally seems to have the opposite fortune of the Perfectos 

at this point.  Pitching but not enough offense.  The Terriers have gotten quality outings, lead 

the league in strikeouts (by 12 over Crown Heights, Tally has 78).  The bullpen has been very 

good, picking up all three wins so far this year, and even have a solid ⅓ of an inning from OF 



Khris Davis.  And I know it was solid.  I was there.  Offense is the issue here as the Terriers 

currently have the fewest XBH in the league with twelve.  <Insert “I know consent is important 

but sometimes you gotta try to take an extra base” joke here.>  Once Rizzo or Davis or LoMo 

get going that would be a huge help towards pushing the Terriers up the standings. 

 

I would also like to announce THE DONG HAS LEFT THE BUILDING!!!  That’s right folks.  

Infielder Paul TheDong hit his first, of hopefully many, long balls of the 2018 season. 

 

Series Three - Mudville Nine (3 - 3) vs. Orlando Sharks (4 - 2) - Series Tied 2 - 2 

 

Mudville heads south to try to wrestle first place away from a Shark.  So does the whole village 

take on the shark...the team?  I’m confused.  Anyway...FIRST PLACE BATTLE! 

 

Mudville - The Season So Far… - Mudville favorite Justin Bour is still crushing baseballs, he’s 

got 3 on the year, Alex Avila still keeping that 1.000 Hit/HR ratio going.  Mudville tied for the 

league lead in bombs at 13.  Also Ozzie Albies is setting team/league pace with 3 triples.  Can 

anyone catch this lil bugger?  I know I can’t…#fatslowwhiteguy.  The first time through the 

rotation the weakness seems to be Arrieta and Bridwell.  Do I expect that to happen the next 

time through?  Probably not.  Small sample, but if they get in line, and the balls keep flyin, add 

another dangerous team to fight it out in the NL. 

 

Orlando - The Season So Far… - Home run count: 10  Stolen base count: 10.  HOW LONG 

WILL THIS CHARADE LAST?  My weak heart just can’t handle it.  The batting average/OBP 

could use some work, but so far it’s going well because when your ERA sits until 2.50 in the 

year of the softball scores, you might maybe be okay for abit.  Fulmer and Corbin have been 

lights out.  Lackey and Hoffman in short outings were dominant, and the bullpen is 4 deep with 

dude who have allowed two base runners combined in more than a full game’s with of innings 

with 13 strikeouts.  It’s a dangerous combo of speed, power, defense and pitching, that maybe 

is coming together sooner than anyone outside of Orlando thought? 

 

Series Four - La Jolla JUGGERNAUT (1 - 5) vs. Albany Lo-Sox (4 - 2) - La Jolla leads 

series 3 - 1 

 

La Jolla travels….*asks Google*....NORTH to face the Lo-Sox, maybe the team they need to 

face to right the ship? 

 

JUGGERNAUT - The Season So Far… - Well I’m lookin at this, and Cueto goes 0 innings in 

only appearance which happens to be in relief, Gausman makes it less than 2, Leiter doesn’t 

even make it 1, and I’m thinking it gets REALLY hard to judge based on starting pitching.  The 

bullpen has gotten plenty of chances to be good, and some of them, Greg Infante and Steve 

Cishek in particular, have been very good.  Kenley has pitched enough to be 2nd on the team in 

K’s.  At some point, the bleeding needs to stop.  Historically the JUGGERNAUT have played 

well against the Lo-Sox.  They’re going to need to score some runs.  2nd fewest in the league, 

they’ve got doubles power down the lineup, but only two long balls so far.  They’ll need to start 



adding to that total quick.  As an aside, keep an eye on Travis d’Arnaud.  I’m not just being a 

homer (#LGM) but he’s off to a pretty good start, leading the team in doubles and a batting 

average about to reach .300. 

 

Albany - The Season So Far… - I still feel like maybe Albany is a little underrated.  They are, if 

you believe in the Lenmaster’s rankings, slated them 3rd in the AL, but below many NL teams.  

Maybe the rankings are biased?  I don’t know, but Albany is doing what it takes to win.  Positive 

run differential.  Hitting home runs, tied for most in the ABL at 13.  They’re winning and doing it 

without two young aces who are out for the year due to injury.  If this team can get some of their 

sluggers to bat over the Mendoza line, I will not want to play this team down the stretch.  No sir 

no way.  They could be too dangerous.  They played well last week and split with Dexter, I 

haven’t seen them in action but it’s coming, and I’ll be honest, I’m a little nervous about this 

team. 

 

Series Five - Ocracoke Blackbeards (2 - 4) vs. East Bay Grease (3 - 3) - First series 

between managers 

 

The defending champs make their first trip to East Bay in an interesting matchup. 

 

Ocracoke - The Season So Far… - Well, the goal was 9 wins.  At their current pace through 6 

games, the Blackbeards will reach 12.  That’s more than the goal.  I know the competitiveness 

of the Blackbeards manager will not let that be it if he can help it.  Some dudes are hitting well, 

but the lack of power is disturbing.  Only 2 ding dongs in 6 games is not going to put many runs 

on the board, and when as a team you’re hitting .219, somebody needs to start doing 

something.  The ‘beards knew the struggle would be real, hence the addition of Reynolds and 

Valbuena right after the draft.  The bullpen has been excellent, and 3/5th of the rotation has 

been quality.  Gotta get MadBum and Tanaka in line and maybe a win streak will be possible. 

 

East Bay - The Season So Far… - If you ignore week 1, the Grease are on a 3-1 stretch with 

their first ever sweep happening in week 3.  Jose Berrios recovered well from his week 1 outing, 

fans will be hoping the same for Danny Duffy.  The Grease since week one are averaging 

allowing 4.25 runs per game, which is about average for the league.  Overall they’re scoring 5 

per game, and that’s with the home run balls not coming easy with only 5 on the season.  They 

do have the 3rd best batting average in the AL, and are tied with doubles lead with Ocracoke at 

14.  So they match up pretty well with the Beards. 

 

Whoever hits the most long balls might take this series... 

 

Series Six - Long Beach Island Starfish (5 - 1) vs. Dexter Booming Large Waterfowl (4 - 2) 

- LBI leads series 33 - 25 

 

So this is the biggest series of the week.  Friends fighting it out for first place.  The two highest 

scoring offenses face off in week 4! 

 



LBI - The Season So Far… - Here are two things I did not think I would say going into the 

season.  Tommy Pham has half our home runs (5), and Corey Kluber has allowed half of our 

runs (10 of 20).  Crazy how this game works out.  So far this season has been working out well 

for Starfish fans.  They’re scoring a lot of runs (43 in 6 games, tops in league) and now allowing 

many (20 runs, 2nd in league).  That should win some games.  At least it’s a start.  Getting 

Michael Conforto back in game 2 after his four game injury sabbatical can only help the ‘fish 

keep the offense goin! 

 

Dexter - The Season So Far… - Dexter is off to a pretty frigid start at home, meaning they like to 

roll their games in the cold!  “Oh it can’t be colder than Syracuse”  You moved next to the part of 

Canada regular people don’t visit anymore.  Just eskimos and geese that shoot lightning from 

their ass.  Did Miggy approve the move to no dome and colder weather?   

 

The Booming Large Waterfowl (glad this only lasts a week) are off to a great start offensively, 

2nd in runs, 2nd in long balls, first in slugging percentage.  Eric Thames has been handling 

himself well in the cold.  I mean, he did voluntarily go play baseball in Korea, so he can handle 

some shit.  Anthony Rendon leads the team in bombs and RBIs.  Jose Altuve scores all of the 

runs.  It was also deemed today that Jose Altuve, even with only one eye, would likely be a 

better option at second base than Neil Walker.  Eye patch and all. 

 

The pitching has been a little more average, but that could be from Taijuan Walker serving up 

BP to the Lo-Sox.  Giving up 4 ringy dingys and a 2.75 WHIP after one start will skew some 

pitching stats...tho Mr. Kate Upton is up in this series and he did struggle in his first start of the 

year...chasing a milestone can be tough... 

 
 

 
 
ABL TAXI TEAMS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Forsythe 

Stephenson 
Hedges 
Sogard 
Fowler 

 
Tallahassee 
Castillo 
Porcello 
Petit 
Buxton 
Panik 
 



Orlando 
Scott 
Peraza 
Robertson 
Martinez 
Anderson 
 
Titusville 
De La Rosa 
Hernandez 
Estrada 
Bradley 
Hanson 
 

Mudville 
Baez 
Swanson 
Schwarber 
Wilson 
Hellickson 
 

Crown Heights 
Betances 
Devers 
Aguilar 
Foltynewicz 
Vazquez 
 
Long Beach Island 
Davis 

Teheran 
Markakis 
Russell 
Nava 

 
Dexter 
Cotton 
Maxwell 
Asuaje 
Quintana 
Cabrera 
 
Orcacoke 
Arcia 
Polanco 
Maeda 
Castellanos 
Newcomb 
 
La Jolla 
Neris 



Altherr 
Anderson 
Beltre 
Cueto 
 

Albany 
Syndergaard 
LeMahieu 
Barraclough 
Heyward 
Reyes 
 
East Bay 
Semien 
Junis 
Rivera 
Escobar 
Mondesi 
 
Enjoy Week 4 
Contributors to Around the Diamond:   

Scott Allen, Skibby Bomysoad, and Don Allen Jr. 

 


